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K&F Concept Alpha 25L Photo Backpack
The Alpha Backpack 25L from K&F Concept is not only a sleek and modern solution for any photographer, but most importantly, it is a
functional  and  thoughtful  tool  that  will  perform in  all  conditions.  Made  of  high-quality  materials,  the  backpack  will  accommodate  two
cameras, four lenses, a 15.6-inch laptop, a 12.9-inch tablet, a tripod and necessary accessories, as well as personal belongings such as
clothing or a towel. It's a reliable companion for any photographic adventure!
 
Space tailored to your needs
Thanks to adjustable, removable compartments, you can customize the backpack's interior to suit your needs, securing your gear and
maximizing the available space. The backpack's design allows quick and easy access to your gear from all sides, which is invaluable in
situations that require a quick response.
 
Innovation and comfort in every detail
The patented movable zipper and detachable shoulder strap ensure that the backpack can be worn comfortably depending on the user's
preference and body shape. The ability to turn the backpack into a shoulder bag adds versatility and adaptability to a photographer's
dynamic work environment. With this backpack you are ready for any conditions and unexpected changes!
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Equipment safety at the highest level
The backpack's H-frame structure provides adequate support with minimal weight, and water-resistant materials along with an additional
sealed rain cover ensure that your gear is protected in all conditions. The backpack is designed to protect your valuable gear, whatever
the weather!
 
Ergonomic support for your comfort
The ergonomically designed Air Mesh back panel ensures air circulation and even weight distribution, which is crucial during long hikes or
travel.  Feel  the  difference  in  comfort,  even  when  the  backpack  is  fully  loaded,  and  enjoy  every  photographic  adventure  without  the
burden.
 
Included
Backpack
Compartments x 3
Rain cover
Chest strap x 1
Auxiliary straps x 2
 
ManufacturerK&F ConceptModelAlpha BackpackCapacity25L + 1.5LMaterial840DExternal dimensions30 x 24 x 45 cmWeight2.1 kg

Preço:

€ 95.01

Foto i kamery, Plecaki, Torby fotograficzne
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